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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first evaluation framework for Web
search query segmentation based directly on IR performance.
In the past, segmentation strategies were mainly validated
against manual annotations. Our work shows that the good-
ness of a segmentation algorithm as judged through evalu-
ation against a handful of human annotated segmentations
hardly reflects its effectiveness in an IR-based setup. In fact,
state-of the-art algorithms are shown to perform as good as,
and sometimes even better than human annotations – a fact
masked by previous validations. The proposed framework
also provides us an objective understanding of the gap be-
tween the present best and the best possible segmentation
algorithm. We draw these conclusions based on an extensive
evaluation of six segmentation strategies, including three
most recent algorithms, vis-a`-vis segmentations from three
human annotators. The evaluation framework also gives in-
sights about which segments should be necessarily detected
by an algorithm for achieving the best retrieval results. The
meticulously constructed dataset used in our experiments
has been made public for use by the research community.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Query for-
mulation, Retrieval models
General Terms
Measurement, Experimentation, Human Factors
Keywords
Query segmentation, IR evaluation, Evaluation framework,
Test collections, Manual annotation
1. INTRODUCTION
Query segmentation is the process of dividing a query
into individual semantic units [3]. For example, the query
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singular value decomposition online demo can be bro-
ken into singular value decomposition and online demo.
All documents containing the individual terms singular,
value and decomposition are not necessarily relevant for
this query. Rather, one can almost always expect to find
the segment singular value decomposition in the rele-
vant documents. In contrast, although online demo is a
segment, finding the phrase or some variant of it may not
affect the relevance of the document. Hence, the potential of
query segmentation goes beyond the detection of multiword
named entities. Rather, segmentation leads to a better un-
derstanding of the query and is crucial to the search engine
for improving Information Retrieval (IR) performance.
There is broad consensus in the literature that query seg-
mentation can lead to better retrieval performance [2, 3, 7,
9, 13]. However, most automatic segmentation techniques
[3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 15] have so far been evaluated only against
a small set of 500 queries segmented by human annotators.
Such an approach implicitly assumes that a segmentation
technique that scores better against human annotations will
also automatically lead to better IR performance. We chal-
lenge this approach on multiple counts. First, there has been
no systematic study that establishes the quality of human
segmentations in the context of IR performance. Second,
grammatical structure in queries is not as well-understood as
natural language sentences where human annotations have
proved useful for training and testing of various Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tools. This leads to consid-
erable inter-annotator disagreement when humans segment
search queries. Third, good quality human annotations for
segmentation can be difficult and expensive to obtain for a
large set of test queries. Thus, there is a need for a more di-
rect IR-based evaluation framework for assessing query seg-
mentation algorithms. This is the central motivation of the
present work.
We propose an IR-based evaluation framework for query
segmentation that requires only human relevance judgments
(RJs) for query-URL pairs for computing the performance
of a segmentation algorithm – such relevance judgments are
anyway needed for training and testing of any IR engine. A
fundamental problem in designing an IR-based evaluation
framework for segmentation algorithms is to decouple the ef-
fect of segmentation accuracy from the way segmentation is
used for IR. This is because a query segmentation algorithm
breaks the input query into, typically, a non-overlapping se-
quence of words (segments), but it does not prescribe how
these segments should be used during the retrieval and rank-
ing of the documents for that query. We resolve this problem
by providing a formal model of query expansion for a given
segmentation; the various queries obtained can then be is-
sued to any standard IR engine, which we assume to be a
black box.
We conduct extensive experiments within our framework
to understand the performance of several state-of-the-art
query segmentation schemes [7, 9, 11] and segmentations
by three human annotators. Our experiments reveal several
interesting facts such as: (a) Segmentation is actively use-
ful in improving IR performance, even though submitting
all segments (detected by an algorithm) in double quotes to
the IR engine degrades performance; (b) All segmentation
strategies, including human segmentations, are yet to reach
the best achievable limits in IR performance; (c) In terms
of IR metrics, some of the segmentation algorithms perform
as good as the best human annotator and better than the
average/worst human annotator; (d) Current match-based
metrics for comparing query segmentation against human
annotations are only weakly correlated with the IR-based
metrics, and cannot be used as a proxy for IR performance;
and (e) There is scope for improvement for the matching
metrics that compare segmentations against human anno-
tations by differentially penalizing the straddling, splitting
and joining of reference segments. In short, the proposed
evaluation framework not only provides a formal way to
compare segmentation algorithms and estimate their effec-
tiveness in IR, but also helps us to understand the gaps in
human annotation-based evaluation. The framework also
provides valuable insights regarding the segmentations that
can be used for improvement of the algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 intro-
duces our evaluation framework and its design philosophy.
Sec. 3 presents the dataset and the segmentation algorithms
compared on our framework. Sec. 4 discusses the experimen-
tal results and insights derived from them. In Sec. 5, we dis-
cuss a few related issues, and the next section (Sec. 6) gives
a brief background of past approaches to evaluate query seg-
mentation and their limitations. We conclude by summariz-
ing our contributions and suggesting future work in Sec. 7.
2. THE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
In this section we present a framework for the evaluation
of query segmentation algorithms based on IR performance.
Let q denote a search query and let sq = 〈sq1 , . . . , s
q
n〉 denote
a segmentation of q such that a simple concatenation of the
n segments equals q, i.e., we have q = (sq1 + · · ·+s
q
n), where
+ represents the concatenation operator. We are given a
segmentation algorithm A and the task is to evaluate its
performance. We require the following resources:
1. A test set Q of unquoted search queries.
2. A set U of documents (or URLs) out of which search
results will be retrieved.
3. Relevance judgments r(q, u) for query-URL pairs
(q, u) ∈ Q×U . The set of all relevance judgments are
collectively denoted by R.
4. An IR engine that supports quoted queries as input.
The resources needed by our evaluation framework are
essentially the same as those needed for the training and
testing of a standard IR engine, namely, queries, a docu-
ment corpus and set of relevance judgments. Akin to the
Table 1: Example of generation of quoted versions
for a segmented query.
Segmented query Quoted versions
we are the people song lyrics
we are the people "song lyrics"
we are "the people" song lyrics
we are | the people | song lyrics we are "the people" "song lyrics"
"we are" the people song lyrics
"we are" the people "song lyrics"
"we are" "the people" song lyrics
"we are" "the people" "song lyrics"
training examples required for an IR engine, we only require
relevance judgments for a small and appropriate subset of
Q×U (each query needs only the documents in its own pool
to be judged) [14].
It is useful to separate the evaluation of segmentation per-
formance, from the question of how to best exploit the seg-
ments to retrieve the most relevant documents. From an
IR perspective, a natural interpretation of a segment could
be that it consists of words that must appear together, in
the same order, in documents where the segment is deemed
to match [3]. This can be referred to as ordered contiguity
matching. While this can be easily enforced in modern IR
engines through use of double quotes around segments, we
observe that not all segments must be used this way (see [10]
for related ideas and experiments in a different context).
Some segments may admit more general matching criteria,
such as unordered or intruded contiguity (e.g., a segment
a b may be allowed to match b a or a c b in the docu-
ment). The case of unordered intruded matching may be re-
stricted under linguistic dependence assumptions (e.g., a b
can match a of b or b in a). Finally, some segments may
even play non-matching roles (e.g., when the segment speci-
fies user intent, like how to and where is). Thus, there may
be several different ways to exploit the segments discovered
by a segmentation algorithm. Even within the same query,
different segments may need to be treated differently. For in-
stance, in the query cannot view | word files | windows
7, the first one might be matched using intruded ordered oc-
currence (cannot properly view), the second segment may
be matched under a linguistic dependency model (files in
word) and the last one under ordered contiguity.
Intruded contiguity and linguistic dependency may be dif-
ficult to implement for the broad class of general Web search
queries. Identifying how the various segments of a query
should be ideally matched in the document is quite a chal-
lenging and unsolved research problem. On the other hand,
an exhaustive expansion scheme, where every segment is ex-
panded in every possible way, is computationally expensive
and might introduce noise. Moreover, current commercial
IR engines do not support any syntax to specify linguis-
tic dependence or intruded or unordered occurrence based
matching. Hence, in order to keep the evaluation framework
in line with the current IR systems, we focus on ordered
contiguity matching which is easily implemented through
the use of double quotes around segments. However, we
note that the philosophy of the framework does not change
with increased sophistication in the retrieval system – only
the expansion sets for the queries have to be appropriately
modified.
We propose an evaluation framework for segmentation al-
gorithms that generates all possible quoted versions of a
segmented query (see Table 1) and submits each quoted
version to the IR engine. The corresponding ranked lists
of retrieved documents are then assessed against relevance
judgments available for the query-URL pairs. The IR qual-
ity of the best-performing quoted version is used to measure
performance of the segmentation algorithm. We now for-
mally specify our evaluation framework that computes what
we call a Quoted Version Retrieval Score (QVRS) for the
segmentation algorithm given the test set Q of queries, the
document pool U and the relevance judgments R for query-
URL pairs.
Quoted query version generation
Let the segmentation output by algorithm A be denoted by
A(q) = sq = 〈sq1 , . . . , s
q
n〉. We generate all possible quoted
versions of the query q based on the segments in A(q). In
particular, we define A0(q) = (s
q
1 + · · ·+ s
q
n) with no quotes
on any of the segments, A1(q) = (s
q
1 + · · · + “s
q
n”) with
quotes only around the last segment sqn, and so on. Since
there are n segments in A(q), this process will generate 2n
versions of the query, Ai(q), i = 0, . . . , 2
n−1. We note that
if bi = (bi1, . . . , bin) be the n-bit binary representation of i,
thenAi(q) will apply quotes to the j
th segment sqj iff bij = 1.
We deduplicate this set, because {Ai(q) : i = 0, . . . , 2
n−1}
can contain multiple versions that essentially represent the
same quoted query version (when single words are inside
quotes). For example, the query versions "harry potter"
"game" and "harry potter" game are equivalent in terms
of the input semantics of an IR engine. The resulting set of
unique quoted query versions is denoted QA(q).
Document retrieval using IR engine
For each Ai(q) ∈ QA(q) we use the IR engine to retrieve
a ranked list Oi of documents out of the document pool U
that matched the given quoted query version Ai(q). The
number of documents retrieved in each case depends on the
IR metrics we will want to use to assess the quality of re-
trieval. For example, to compute an IR metric at the top
k positions, we would require that at least k documents be
retrieved from the pool.
Measuring retrieval against relevance judgments
Since we have relevance judgments (R) for query-URL pairs
in Q×U , we can now compute IR metrics such as normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG), Mean Average Pre-
cision (MAP) or Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) to measure
the quality of the retrieved ranked list Oi for query q. We
use @k variants of each of these measures which are defined
to be the usual metrics computed after examining only the
top-k positions. For example, we can compute nDCG@k for
query q and retrieved document-list Oi using the following
formula:
nDCG@k(q,Oi , R) = r(q,O
1
i ) +
k∑
j=2
r(q,Oji )
log2 j
(1)
where Oji , j = 1, . . . , k, denotes the j
th document in the
ranked-list Oi and r(q,O
j
i ) denotes the associated relevance
judgment from R.
Oracle score using best quoted query version
Different quoted query versions Ai(q) (all derived from the
same basic segmentation A(q) output by the segmentation
algorithm A) retrieve different ranked lists of documents Oi.
As discussed earlier, automatic apriori selection of a good (or
the best) quoted query version is a difficult problem. While
different strategies may be used to select a quoted query
version, we would like our evaluation of the segmentation
algorithm A to be agnostic of the version-selection step. To
this end, we select the best-performing Ai(q) from the entire
set QA(q) of query versions generated and use it to define
our oracle score for q and A under the chosen IR metric [8].
For example, the oracle score for nDCG@k is as defined
below:
ΩnDCG@k(q,A) = max
Ai(q)∈QA(q)
nDCG@k(q,Oi , R) (2)
where Oi denotes the ranked list of documents retrieved by
the IR engine when presented with Ai(q) as the input. We
note that QA(q) always contains the original unsegmented
version of the query. We refer to such an Ω·(·, ·) as the
Oracle.
This forms the basis of our evaluation framework. We
note that there can also be other ways to define this oracle
score. For example, instead of seeking the best IR perfor-
mance possible across the different query versions, we could
also seek the minimum performance achievable by A irre-
spective of what version-selection strategy is adopted. This
would give us a lower bound on the performance of the seg-
mentation algorithm. However, the main drawback of this
approach is that the minimum performance is almost always
achieved by the fully quoted version (where every segment is
in double quotes) (see Table 7). Such a lower bound would
not be useful in assessing the comparative performance of
segmentation algorithms.
QVRS computation
Once the oracle scores are obtained for all queries in the test
set Q, we can compute the average oracle score achieved by
A. We refer to this as the Quoted Version Retrieval Score
(QVRS) of A with respect to test set Q, document pool U
and relevance judgments R. For example, using the oracle
with the nDCG@k metric, we can define the QVRS score as
follows:
QV RS(Q,A, nDCG@k) =
1
|Q|
∑
q∈Q
ΩnDCG@k(q,A) (3)
Similar QVRS scores can be computed using other IR met-
rics such as MAP@k and MRR@k. In our experiments
section, we report results using nDCG@k, MAP@k, and
MRR@k, for k = 5 and k = 10 as most Web users examine
only the first five or ten search results.
3. DATASET AND ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe the dataset used and briefly
introduce the algorithms compared on our framework.
3.1 Test set of queries (Q)
We selected a random subset of 500 queries from a slice
of the query logs of Bing Australia1 containing 16.7 million
queries issued over a period of one month (May 2010). We
used the following criteria to filter the logs before extracting
a random sample: (1) Exclude queries with non-ASCII char-
acters, (2) Exclude queries that occurred fewer than 5 times
1
http://www.bing.com/?cc=au
in the logs (rarer queries often contained spelling errors),
and (3) Restrict query lengths to between five and eight
words. Shorter queries rarely contain multiple multiword
segments, and when they do, they are mostly named enti-
ties that can be easily detected using dictionaries. Moreover,
traditional search engines usually give satisfactory results for
short queries. On the other hand, queries longer than eight
words (only 3.24% of all queries in our log) are usually error
messages, complete NL sentences or song lyrics, that need
to be addressed separately.
We denote this set of 500 queries by Q, the test set of
unsegmented queries needed for all our evaluation experi-
ments. The average length of queries in Q (our dataset) is
5.29 words. The average query length was 4.31 words in the
Bergsma and Wang 2007 Corpus2 (henceforth, BWC07) [3].
Each of these 500 queries were independently segmented
by three human annotators (who issue around 20-30 search
queries per day) who were asked to mark a contiguous chunk
of words in a query as a segment if they thought that these
words together formed a coherent semantic unit. The anno-
tators were free to refer to other resources and Web search
engines during the annotation process, especially for under-
standing the query and its possible context(s). We shall refer
to the three sets of annotations (and also the corresponding
annotators) as HA, HB and HC .
It is important to mention that the queries in Q have some
amount of word level overlap, even though all the queries
have very distinct information needs. Thus, a document re-
trieved from the pool might exhibit good term level match
for more than one query in Q. This makes our corpus an
interesting testbed for experimenting with different retrieval
systems. There are existing datasets, including BWC07,
that could have been used for this study. However, refer
to Sec. 5.1 for an account of why building this new dataset
was crucial for our research.
3.2 Document pool (U) and RJs (R)
Each query in Q was segmented using all the nine segmen-
tation strategies considered in our study (six algorithms and
three humans). For every segmentation, all possible quoted
versions were generated (total 4, 746) and then submitted to
the Bing API3 and the top ten documents were retrieved.
We then deduplicated these URLs to obtain 14, 171 unique
URLs, forming U . On an average, adding the 9th strategy
to a group of the remaining eight resulted in about one new
quoted version for every two queries. These new versions
may or may not introduce new documents to the pool. We
observed that for 71.4% of the queries there is less than 50%
overlap between the top ten URLs retrieved for the differ-
ent quoted versions. This indicates that different ways of
quoting the segments in a query does make a difference in
the search results. By varying the pooling depth (ten in our
case), one can roughly control the number of relevant and
non-relevant documents entering the collection.
For each query-URL pair, where the URL has been re-
trieved for at least one of the quoted versions of the query
(approx. 28 per query), we obtained three independent sets
of relevance judgments from human users. These users were
different from annotators HA, HB and HC who marked the
segmentations, but having similar familiarity with search
systems. For each query, the corresponding set of URLs was
2
http://bit.ly/xoyT2c
3
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd251056.aspx
Table 2: Segmentation algorithms compared on our
framework.
Algorithm Training data
Li et al. [9] Click data, Web n-gram probabilities
Hagen et al. [7] Web n-gram frequencies, Wikipedia titles
Mishra et al. [11] Query logs
[11] + Wiki Query logs, Wikipedia titles
PMI-W [7] Web n-gram probabilities (used as baseline)
PMI-Q [11] Query logs (used as baseline)
shown to the users after deduplication and randomization
(to prevent position bias for top results), and asked to mark
whether the URL was irrelevant (score = 0), partially rele-
vant (score = 1) or highly relevant (score = 2) to the query.
We then computed the average rating for each query-URL
pair (the entire set forming R), which has been used for sub-
sequent nDCG, MAP and MRR computations. Please refer
to Table 8 in Sec. 5.3 for inter-annotator agreement figures
and other related discussions.
3.3 Segmentation algorithms
Table 2 lists the six segmentation algorithms that have
been studied in this work. Li et al. [9] use the expectation
maximization algorithm to arrive at the most probable seg-
mentation, while Hagen et al. [7] show a simple frequency-
based method produces a performance comparable to the
state-of-the-art. The technique in Mishra et al. [11] uses
only query logs for segmenting queries. In our experiments,
we observed that the performance of Mishra et al. [11] can
be improved if we used Wikipedia titles. We refer to this
as “[11] + Wiki” in our experiments (see Appendix A for
details). The Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI)-based
algorithms are used as baselines. The thresholds for PMI-W
and PMI-Q were chosen to be 8.141 and 0.156 respectively,
that maximized the Seg-F (see Sec. 4.2) on our development
set.
3.4 Public release of data
The test set of search queries along with their manual
and some of the algorithmic segmentations, the theoretical
best segmentation output that can serve as an evaluation
benchmark (BQVBF in Sec. 4.1), and the list of URLs whose
contents serve as our document corpus is available for pub-
lic use4. The relevance judgments for the query-URL pairs
have also been made public which will enable the community
to use this dataset for evaluation of any new segmentation
algorithm.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
In this section we present experiments, results and the key
inferences made from them.
4.1 IR Experiments
For the retrieval-based evaluation experiments, we use the
Lucene5 text retrieval system, which is publicly available as
a code library. In its default configuration, Lucene does
not perform any automatic query segmentation, which is
very important for examining the effectiveness of segmen-
tation algorithms in an IR-based scheme. Double quotes
4
http://cse.iitkgp.ac.in/resgrp/cnerg/qa/querysegmentation.html
5
http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html
Table 3: Results of IR-based evaluation of segmentation algorithms using Lucene (mean oracle scores).
Metric Unseg. [9] [7] [11] [11] + PMI-W PMI-Q HA HB HC BQVBF
query Wiki
nDCG@5 0.688 0.752* 0.763* 0.745 0.767* 0.691 0.766* 0.770 0.768 0.759 0.825
nDCG@10 0.701 0.756* 0.767* 0.751 0.768* 0.704 0.767* 0.770 0.768 0.763 0.832
MAP@5 0.882 0.930* 0.942* 0.930* 0.945* 0.884 0.932* 0.944 0.942 0.936 0.958
MAP@10 0.865 0.910* 0.921* 0.910* 0.923* 0.867 0.912* 0.923 0.921 0.916 0.944
MRR@5 0.538 0.632* 0.649* 0.609 0.650* 0.543 0.648* 0.656 0.648 0.632 0.711
MRR@10 0.549 0.640* 0.658* 0.619 0.658* 0.555 0.656* 0.665 0.656 0.640 0.717
The highest value in a row (excluding the BQVBF column) and those with no statistically significant difference with the highest value are
marked in boldface. The values for algorithms that perform better than or have no statistically significant difference with the minimum of the
human segmentations are marked with *. The paired t-test was performed and the null hypothesis was rejected if the p-value was less than 0.05.
Table 4: Matching metrics for different segmentation algorithms and human annotations with BQVBF as
reference.
Metric Unseg. [9] [7] [11] [11] + PMI-W PMI-Q HA HB HC BQVBF
query Wiki
Qry-Acc 0.044 0.056 0.082* 0.058 0.094* 0.046 0.104* 0.086 0.074 0.064 1.000
Seg-Prec 0.226* 0.176* 0.189* 0.206* 0.203* 0.229* 0.218* 0.176 0.166 0.178 1.000
Seg-Rec 0.325* 0.166* 0.162* 0.210* 0.174* 0.323* 0.196* 0.144 0.133 0.154 1.000
Seg-F 0.267* 0.171* 0.174* 0.208* 0.187* 0.268* 0.206* 0.158 0.148 0.165 1.000
Seg-Acc 0.470 0.624 0.661* 0.601 0.667* 0.474 0.660* 0.675 0.675 0.663 1.000
The highest value in a row (excluding the BQVBF column) and those with no statistically significant difference with the highest value are
marked in boldface. The values for algorithms that perform better than or have no statistically significant difference with the minimum of the
human segmentations are marked with *. The paired t-test was performed and the null hypothesis was rejected if the p-value was less than 0.05.
can be used in a query to force Lucene to match the quoted
phrase (in Lucene terms) exactly in the documents. Starting
with the segmentations output by each of the six algorithms
as well as the three human annotations, we generated all
possible quoted query versions, which resulted in a total of
4, 746 versions for the 500 queries. In the notation of Sec. 2,
this corresponds to generating QA(q) for each segmenta-
tion method A (including one for each human segmentation)
and for every query q ∈ Q. These quoted versions were then
passed through Lucene to retrieve documents from the pool.
For each segmentation scheme, we then use the oracle de-
scribed in Sec. 2 to obtain the query version yielding the
best result (as determined by the IR metrics – nDCG, MAP
and MRR computed according to the human relevance judg-
ments). These oracle scores are then averaged over the query
set to give us the QVRS measures.
The results are summarized in Table 3. Different rows rep-
resent the different IR metrics that were used and columns
correspond to different segmentation strategies. The second
column (marked “Unseg. Query”) refers to the original un-
segmented query. This can be assumed to be generated by
a trivial segmentation strategy where each word is always a
separate segment. Columns 3-8 denote the six different seg-
mentation algorithms and 9-11 (marked HA, HB and HC)
represent the human segmentations. The last column repre-
sents the performance of the best quoted versions (denoted
by BQVBF in table) of the queries which are computed by
brute force, i.e. an exhaustive search over all possible ways
of quoting the parts of a query (2l−1 possible quoted ver-
sions for an l-word query) irrespective of any segmentation
algorithm. The results are reported for two sizes of retrieved
URL lists (k), namely five and ten. Since we needed to con-
vert our graded relevance judgments to binary values for
computing MAP@k, URLs with ratings of 1 and 2 were con-
sidered as relevant (responsible for the generally high values)
and those with 0 as irrelevant. For MRR, only URLs with
ratings of 2 were considered as relevant.
The first observation we make from the results is that
human as well as all algorithmic segmentation schemes con-
sistently outperform unsegmented queries for all IR met-
rics. Second, we observe that the performance of some seg-
mentation algorithms are comparable and sometime even
marginally better than some of the human annotators. Fi-
nally, we observe that there is considerable scope for improv-
ing IR performance through better segmentation (all values
less than BQVBF ). The inferences from these observations
are stated later in this section.
4.2 Performance under traditional matching
metrics
In the next set of experiments we study the utility of tra-
ditional matching metrics that are used to evaluate query
segmentation algorithms against a gold standard of human
segmented queries (henceforth referred to as the reference
segmentation). These metrics are listed below [7]:
1. Query accuracy (Qry-Acc): The fraction of queries
where the output matches exactly with the reference
segmentation.
2. Segment precision (Seg-Prec): The ratio of the
number of segments that overlap in the output and
reference segmentations to the number of output seg-
ments, averaged across all queries in the test set.
Table 5: Performance of PMI-Q and [9] with respect to matching (mean of comparisons with HA, HB and HC
as references) and IR metrics.
Metric nDCG@10 MAP@10 MRR@10 Qry-Acc Seg-Prec Seg-Rec Seg-F Seg-Acc
PMI-Q 0.767 0.912 0.656 0.341 0.448 0.487 0.467 0.810
[9] 0.756 0.910 0.640 0.375 0.524 0.588 0.554 0.810
The highest values in a column are marked in boldface.
3. Segment recall (Seg-Rec): The ratio of the number
of segments that overlap in the output and reference
segmentations to the number of reference segments,
averaged across all queries in the test set.
4. Segment F-score (Seg-F): The harmonic mean of
Seg-Prec and Seg-Rec.
5. Segmentation accuracy (Seg-Acc): The ratio of
correctly predicted boundaries and non-boundaries in
the output segmentation with respect to the reference,
averaged across all queries in the test set.
We computed the matching metrics for various segmenta-
tion algorithms against HA, HB andHC . According to these
metrics, “Mishra et al. [11] + Wiki” turns out to be the best
algorithm which agrees with the results of IR evaluation.
However, the average Kendall-Tau rank correlation coeffi-
cient6 between the ranks of the strategies as obtained from
the IR metrics (Table 3) and the matching metrics was only
0.75. This indicates that matching metrics are not perfect
predictors for IR performance. In fact, we discovered some
costly flaws in the relative ranking produced by matching
metrics. One such case was rank inversions between Li et
al. [9] and PMI-Q. The relevant results are shown in Table 5,
which demonstrate that while PMI-Q consistently performs
better than Li et al. [9] under IR-based measures, the oppo-
site inference would have been drawn if we had used any of
the matching metrics.
In Bergsma and Wang [3], human annotators were asked
to segment queries such that segments matched exactly in
the relevant documents. This essentially corresponds to de-
termining the best quoted versions for the query. Thus,
it would be interesting to study how traditional matching
metrics would perform if the humans actually marked the
best quoted versions. In order to evaluate this, we used
the matching metrics to compare the segmentation outputs
by the algorithms and human annotations against BQVBF .
The corresponding results are quoted in Table 4. The re-
sults show that matching metrics are very poor indicators
of IR performance with respect to the BQVBF . For ex-
ample, for three out of the five matching metrics, the un-
segmented query is ranked the best. This shows that even
if human annotators managed to correctly guess the best
quoted versions, the matching metrics would fail to estimate
the correct relative rankings of the segmentation algorithms
with respect to IR performance. This fact is also borne out
in the Kendall-Tau rank correlation coefficients reported in
Table 6. Another interesting observation from these experi-
ments is that Seg-Acc emerges as the best matching metric
with respect to IR performance, although its correlation co-
efficient is still much below one.
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This coefficient is 1 when there is perfect concordance between the
rankings, and −1 if the trends are reversed.
Table 6: Kendall-Tau coefficients between IR and
matching metrics with BQVBF as reference for the
latter.
Metric Qry-Acc Seg-Prec Seg-Rec Seg-F Seg-Acc
nDCG@10 0.432 -0.854 -0.886 -0.854 0.674
MAP@10 0.322 -0.887 -0.920 -0.887 0.750
MRR@10 0.395 -0.782 -0.814 -0.782 0.598
The highest value in a row is marked in boldface.
4.3 Inferences
Segmentation is helpful for IR. By definition, Ω·(·, ·)
(i.e., the oracle) values for every IR metric for any segmenta-
tion scheme are at least as large as the corresponding values
for the unsegmented query. Nevertheless, for every IR met-
rics, we observe significant performance benefits for all the
human and algorithmic segmentations (except for PMI-W)
over the unsegmented query. This indicates that segmenta-
tion is indeed helpful for boosting IR performance. Thus,
our results validate the prevailing notion and some of the
earlier observations [2, 9] that segmentation can help im-
prove IR.
Human segmentations are a good proxy, but not
a true gold standard. Our results indicate that human
segmentations perform reasonably well in IR metrics. The
best of the human annotators beats all the segmentation al-
gorithms, on almost all the metrics. Therefore, evaluation
against human annotations can indeed be considered as the
second best alternative to an IR-based evaluation (though
see below for criticisms of current matching metrics). How-
ever, if the objective is to improve IR performance, then
human annotations cannot be considered a true gold stan-
dard. There are at least three reasons for this:
First, in terms of IR metrics, some of the state-of-the-art
segmentation algorithms are performing as well as human
segmentations (no statistically significant difference). Thus,
further optimization of the matching metrics against human
annotations is not going to improve the IR performance of
the segmentation algorithms. Thus, evaluation on human
annotations might become a limiting factor for the current
segmentation algorithms.
Second, the IR performance of the best quoted version of
the queries derived through our framework is significantly
better than that of human annotations (last column, Ta-
ble 3). This means that humans fail to predict the correct
boundaries in many instances. Thus, there is scope for im-
provement for human annotations.
Third, IR performance of at least one of the three human
annotators (HC) is worse than some of the algorithms stud-
ied. In other words, while some annotators (such as HA) are
good at guessing the “correct” segment boundaries that will
help IR, not all annotators can do it well. Therefore, unless
Figure 1: Distribution of multiword segments in
queries across segmentation strategies.
the annotators are chosen and guided properly, one cannot
guarantee the quality of annotated data for query segmen-
tation. If the queries in the test set have multiple intents,
this issue becomes an even bigger concern.
Matching metrics are misleading. As discussed ear-
lier and demonstrated by Tables 4 and 6, the matching
metrics provide unreliable ranking of the segmentation al-
gorithms even when applied against a true gold standard,
BQVBF , that by definition maximizes IR performance. This
counter-intuitive observation can be explained in two ways.
Either the matching metrics or the IR metrics (or probably
both) are misleading. Given that IR metrics are well-tested
and generally assumed to be acceptable, we are forced to
conclude that the matching metrics do not really reflect the
quality of a segmentation with respect to a gold standard.
Indeed, this can be illustrated by a simple example.
Example. Let us consider the query the looney toons
show cartoon network, whose best quoted version turns
out to be "the looney toons show" "cartoon network".
The underlying segmentation that can give rise to this and
therefore can be assumed to be the reference is:
Ref: the looney toons show | cartoon network
The segmentations
(1) the looney | toons show | cartoon | network
(2) the | looney | toons show cartoon | network
are equally bad if one considers the matching metrics of Qry-
Acc, Seg-Prec, Seg-Rec and Seg-F (all values being zero)
with respect to the reference segmentation. Seg-Acc val-
ues for the two segmentations are 3/5 and 1/5 respectively.
However, the BQV for (1) ("the looney" "toons show"
cartoon network) fetches better pages than the BQV of (2)
(the looney toons show cartoon network). So the seg-
mentation (2) provides no IR benefit over the unsegmented
query and hence performs worse than (1) on IR metrics.
However, the matching metrics, except for Seg-Acc to some
extent, fail to capture this difference between the segmenta-
tions.
Distribution of multiword segments across queries
gives insights about effectiveness of strategy. The
limitation of the matching metrics can also be understood
from the following analysis of the multiword segments in the
queries. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of queries having a spe-
cific number of multiword segments (for example, 1 in the
legend indicates the proportion of queries having one mul-
tiword segment) when segmented according to the various
strategies. We note that for Hagen et al. [7], HB, HA and
“Mishra et al. [11] + Wiki”, almost all of the queries have
two multiword segments. For HC , Li et al. [9], PMI-Q and
Mishra et al. [11], the proportion of queries that have only
one multiword segment increases. Finally, PMI-W has al-
most negligible queries with a multiword segment. BQVBF
is different from all of them and has a majority of queries
with one multiword segment. Now given that the first group
generally does the best in IR, followed by the second, we can
say that out of the two multiword segments marked by these
strategies, only one needs to be quoted. PMI-W as well as
unsegmented queries are bad because these schemes cannot
detect the one crucial multiword segment quoting which im-
proves the performance. Nevertheless, these schemes do well
for matching metrics against BQVBF because both have a
large number of single word segments. Clearly this is not
helpful for IR. Finally, Mishra et al. [11] performs poorly
despite being able to identify a multiword segment in most
of the cases because it is not identifying the one that is im-
portant for IR.
Hence, the matching metrics are misleading due to two
reasons. First, they do not take into account that splitting
a useful segment (i.e., a segment which should be quoted to
improve IR performance) is less harmful than joining two
unrelated segments. Second, matching metrics are, by defi-
nition, agnostic to which segments are useful for IR. There-
fore, they might unnecessarily penalize a segmentation for
not agreeing on the segments which should not be quoted,
but are present in the reference human segmentation. While
the latter is an inherent problem with any evaluation against
manually segmented datasets, the former can be resolved by
introducing a new matching metric that differentially penal-
izes splitting and joining of segments. This is an important
and interesting research problem that we would like to ad-
dress in the future. However, we would like to emphasize
here that with the IR system expected to grow in complex-
ity in the future (supporting more flexible matching crite-
ria), the need for an IR-based evaluation like ours’ becomes
imperative.
Based on our new evaluation framework and correspond-
ing experiments, we observe that “Mishra et al. [11] + Wiki”
has the best performance. Nevertheless, the algorithms are
trained and tested on different datasets, and therefore, a
comparison amongst the algorithms might not be entirely
fair. This is not a drawback of the framework and can
be circumvented by appropriately tuning all the algorithms
on similar datasets. However, the objective of the current
work is not to compare segmentation algorithms; rather,
it is to introduce the evaluation framework, gain insights
from the experiments and highlight the drawbacks of hu-
man segmentation-based evaluation.
5. RELATED ISSUES
In this section, we will briefly discuss a few related issues
that are essential for understanding certain design choices
and decisions made during the course of this research.
5.1 Motivation for a new dataset
TREC data has been a popular choice for conducting IR-
based experiments throughout the past decade. Since there
is no track specifically geared towards query segmentation,
the queries and qrels (query-relevance sets) from the ad hoc
retrieval task for the Web Track would seem the most rele-
Table 7: IR-based evaluation using Bing API.
Metric Unseg. All quoted for Oracle for
query [11] + Wiki [11] + Wiki
nDCG@10 0.882 0.823 0.989*
MAP@10 0.366 0.352 0.410*
MRR@10 0.541 0.515 0.572*
The highest value in a row is marked bold. Statistically significant
(p < 0.05 for paired t-test) improvement over the unsegmented
query is marked with *.
vant to our work. However, 74% of the 50 queries in the 2010
Web track ad hoc task had less than three words. Also, when
these 50 queries were segmented using the six algorithms,
half of the queries did not have a multiword segment. As
discussed earlier, query segmentation is useful but not nec-
essarily for all types of queries. The benefit of segmenta-
tion may be observed only when there are multiple multi-
word segments in the queries. The TREC Million Query
Track, last held in 2009, has a much larger set of 40, 000
queries, with a better coverage of longer queries. But since
the goal of the track is to test the hypothesis that a test
collection built from several incompletely judged topics is a
better tool than a collection built using traditional TREC
pooling, there are only about 35, 000 query-document rele-
vance judgments for the 40, 000 queries. Such a sparse qrels
is not suitable here – incomplete assessments, especially for
documents near the top ranks, could cause crucial errors in
system comparisons. Yet another option could have been
to use BWC07 as Qand create the corresponding Uand R.
However, this query set is known to suffer from several draw-
backs [7]. A new dataset for query segmentation7 containing
manual segment markups collected through crowdsourcing
has been recently made publicly available (after we had com-
pleted construction of our set) by Hagen et al. [7], but it lacks
query-document relevance judgments. These factors moti-
vated us to create a new dataset suitable for our framework,
which has been made publicly available (see Sec. 3.4).
5.2 Retrieval using Bing
Bing is a large-scale commercial Web search engine that
provides an API service. Instead of Lucene, which is too
simplistic, we could have used Bing as the IR engine in our
framework. However, such a choice suffers from two draw-
backs. First, Bing might already be segmenting the query
with its own algorithm as a preprocessing step. Second,
there is a serious replicability issue. The document pool
that Bing uses, i.e. the Web, changes dynamically with doc-
uments added and removed from the pool on a regular ba-
sis. This makes it difficult to publish a static gold standard
dataset with relevance judgments for all appropriate query-
URL pairs that the Bing API may retrieve even for the same
set of queries. In view of this, the main results were reported
in this paper using the Lucene text retrieval system.
However, since we used Bing API to construct Uand cor-
responding R, we have the evaluation statistics using the
Bing API as well. For paucity of space, in Table 7 we only
present the results for nDCG@10, MRR@10 and MAP@10
for “Mishra et al. [11] + Wiki”. The table reports results for
three quoted version-selection strategies: (i) Unsegmented
query only (equivalent to each word being within quotes) (ii)
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Table 8: Inter-annotator agreement on features as
observed from our experiments.
Feature Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Mean
Qry-Acc 0.728 0.644 0.534 0.635
Seg-Prec 0.750 0.732 0.632 0.705
Seg-Rec 0.756 0.775 0.671 0.734
Seg-F 0.753 0.753 0.651 0.719
Seg-Acc 0.911 0.914 0.872 0.899
Rel. judg. 0.962 0.959 0.969 0.963
For relevance judgments, only pairs of (0, 2) and (2, 0) were
considered disagreements.
All segments quoted and (iii) QVRS (oracle for “Mishra et
al. [11] + Wiki”). For all the three metrics, QVRS is statis-
tically significantly higher than results for the unsegmented
query. Thus, segmentation can play an important role to-
wards improving IR performance of the search engine. We
note that the strategy of quoting all the segments is, in fact,
detrimental to IR performance. This emphasizes the point
that how the segments should be matched in the documents
is a very important research challenge. Instead of quoting all
the segments, our proposal here is to assume an oracle that
will suggest which segments to quote and which are to be
left unquoted for the best IR performance. Philosophically,
this is a major departure from the previous ideas of using
quoted segments, because re-issuing a query by quoting all
the segments implies segmentation as a way to generate a
fully quoted version of the query (all segments in double
quotes). This definition severely limits the scope of segmen-
tation, which ideally should be thought of as a step forward
better query understanding.
5.3 Inter-annotator agreement
Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is an important indica-
tor for reliability of manually created data. Table 8 reports
the pairwise IAA statistics for HA, HB and HC . Since there
are no universally accepted metrics for IAA, we report the
values of the five matching metrics when one of the anno-
tations (say HA) is assumed to be the reference and the
remaining pair (HB and HC) is evaluated against it (aver-
age reported). As is evident from the table, the values of
all the metrics, except for Seg-Acc, is less than 0.78 (similar
values reported in [13]), which indicates a rather low IAA.
The value for Seg-Acc is close to 0.9, which to the contrary,
indicates reasonably high IAA (as in [13]). The last row
of Table 8 reports the IAA for the three sets of relevance
judgments (therefore, the actual pairs for this column are
different from that of the other rows). The agreement in
this case is quite high.
There might be several reasons for low IAA for segmen-
tation, such as lack of proper guidelines and/or an inherent
inability of human annotators to mark the correct segments
of a query. Low IAA raises serious doubts about the reli-
ability of human annotations for query segmentation. On
the other hand, high IAA for relevance judgments naturally
makes these annotations much more reliable for any evalu-
ation, and strengthens the case for our IR-based evaluation
framework which only relies on relevance judgments. We
note that ideally, relevance judgments should be obtained
from the user who has issued the query. This has been re-
ferred to as gold annotations, as opposed to silver or bronze
annotations which are obtained from expert and non-expert
annotators respectively who have not issued the query [1].
Gold annotations are preferable over silver or bronze ones
due to relatively higher IAA. Our annotations are silver stan-
dard, though very high IAA essentially indicates that they
might be as reliable as gold standard. The high IAA might
be due to the unambiguous nature of the queries.
6. RELATED WORK
Since its inception in 2003 [12], many algorithms have
been proposed for automatic segmentation of Web queries.
The approaches vary from purely supervised [3] to fully un-
supervised [7, 11] machine learning techniques. They dif-
fer widely in terms of resources usage (Table 2) and the
underlying algorithmic techniques (e.g., expectation maxi-
mization [13] and eigenspace similarity [15]).
6.1 Evaluation on manual annotations
Despite the diversity in approaches to the task, till date
there has been only one standard approach for evaluation
of query segmentation algorithms, which is to compare the
machine output against a set of queries segmented by hu-
mans [3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15]. The basic assumption un-
derlying this evaluation scheme is that humans are capable
of segmenting a query in a “correct” or “the best possible”
way, which, if exploited appropriately, will result in max-
imum benefits in IR performance. This is probably moti-
vated by the extensive use of human judgments and annota-
tions as the gold standard in the field of NLP (e.g., parts-of-
speech labeling, phrase boundary identification, etc.). How-
ever, this idea has several shortcomings, as pointed out in
Sec. 4.3. Among those who validate query segmentation
against human-labeled data, most [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 13, 15]
report accuracies on BWC07 [3]. The popularity of the
BWC07 dataset is partly because it was one of the first hu-
man annotated datasets created for query segmentation, and
partly because it is the only publicly available dataset of its
kind. While BWC07 has provided a common benchmark for
comparing various query segmentation algorithms, there are
several limitations of this specific dataset. BWC07 only con-
tains noun phrase queries and there is a non-trivial amount
of noise in the annotations. See [7] for a detailed criticism
of this dataset.
6.2 IR-based evaluation
There has been only a handful of studies that explore some
initial ideas about IR-based evaluation [2, 7, 9] for query
segmentation. Bendersky et al. [2] were the first to study
the effects of segmentation from an IR perspective. They
wanted to see if retrieval quality could be improved by in-
corporating knowledge of query chunks into an MRF-based
retrieval system [10]. Their experiments on different TREC
collections using popular IR metrics like MAP indicate that
query segmentation can indeed boost IR performance. Li et
al. [9] examined the usefulness of query segmentation when
built into language models for retrieval, in a Web search
setting. However, none of these studies propose an objec-
tive IR-based evaluation framework for query segmentation.
Their scope is limited to the demonstration of one particu-
lar strategy for exploiting segmentations for improving IR,
instead of evaluating and comparing a set of algorithms.
As an excursus to their main work, Hagen et al. [7] ex-
amined if submitting fully quoted queries (generated from
algorithm outputs) results in fetching better pages by the
search engines. They study the top fifty retrieved documents
when the following versions of the queries – unsegmented,
manually quoted, quoted by the technique in Bergsma and
Wang [3], and by their own method – are submitted to Bing.
Assuming the pages retrieved by manual quotation as rel-
evant, it was observed that the technique in Bergsma and
Wang [3] achieves the highest average recall. However, the
authors also state that such an assumption need not hold
good in reality and emphasized the need for an in-depth
retrieval-based evaluation.
We would like to emphasize here that the aim of a seg-
mentation technique is not to come up with the best quoted
version of a query. While some past works have explicitly or
implicitly assumed this definition, there are also other works
that view segmentation as a purely structural analysis of a
query that identifies chunks or sequences of words that are
semantically connected as a unit [9, 11]. By quoting all the
segments we would be penalizing the latter philosophy of
segmentation, which is a more productive and practically
useful view.
There have been a few studies on detection of noun phrases
from queries [5, 16]. This task is similar to query segmen-
tation in the sense that the phrase can be considered as a
single unit in the query. Zhang et al. [16] has shown that
such phrase detection schemes can actually help in retrieval,
and therefore, is along the lines of the philosophy of the
present evaluation framework. Nevertheless, as far as we
know, this is the first time that a formal conceptual frame-
work for an IR-based evaluation of query segmentation has
been proposed. Our study, also for the first time, compares
the effectiveness of human segmentation and related match-
ing metrics to an IR-based evaluation.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
End-user of query segmentation is the retrieval engine;
hence, it is essential that any segmentation algorithm should
be evaluated in an IR-based framework. In this research, we
overcome several conceptual challenges to design and imple-
ment the first such scheme of evaluation for query segmenta-
tion. Using a carefully selected query test set and a group of
segmentation strategies, we show that it is possible to have
a fair comparison of the relative goodness of each strategy as
measured by standard IR metrics. The proposed framework
uses resources which are essential for any IR system eval-
uation, and hence does not require any special input. Our
entire dataset – complete with queries, segmentation out-
puts and relevance judgments – has also been made publicly
available to facilitate further research by the community.
Moreover, we gain several useful and non-intuitive insights
from the evaluation experiments. Most importantly, we
show that human notions of query segments may not be
the best for maximizing retrieval performance, and treating
them as the gold standard limits the scope for improvement
for an algorithm. Also, the matching metrics extensively
used till date for comparing against gold standard segmen-
tations can often be misleading. We would like to emphasize
that in the future, the focus of IR will mostly shift to tail
queries. In such a scenario, an IR-based evaluation scheme
gains relevance because validation against a fixed set of gold
standard segmentation may often lead to overfitting of the
algorithms without yielding any real benefit.
A hypothetical oracle has been shown to be quite useful,
but we realize that it will be a much bigger contribution to
the community if we could implement a context-aware oracle
that can actually tell the search engine which version of a
segmented query should be chosen at runtime.
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APPENDIX A: WIKI-BOOST
Algorithm 1 Wiki-Boost(Q′, W )
1: W ′ ← ∅
2: for all w ∈ W do
3: w′ ← Seg-Phase-1(w)
4: W ′ ←W ′ ∪ w′
5: end for
6: W ′-scores← ∅
7: for all w′ ∈W ′ do
8: w′-score← PMI(w′) based on Q′
9: W ′-scores←W ′-scores ∪ w′-score
10: end for
11: U -scores← ∅
12: for all unique unigrams u ∈ Q′ do
13: u-score ← probability(u) in Q′
14: U -scores← U -scores ∪ u-score
15: end for
16: W ′-scores←W ′-scores ∪ U -scores
17: return W ′-scores
In this appendix, we explain how to augment the output
of an n-gram score aggregation based segmentation algo-
rithm with Wikipedia titles8. Input to Wiki-Boost is a list
of queries Q′ already segmented by the algorithm in Mishra
et al. [11] (or any algorithm that meets the above criterion)
(say, Seg-Phase-1) and W , the list of all stemmed Wikipedia
titles (4, 508, 386 entries after removing one-word entries and
those with non-ASCII characters). We compute the PMI-
score of an n-segment Wikipedia title w′ (segmented by Seg-
Phase-1) by taking the higher of the PMI scores of the first
(n−1) segments with the last segment and the first segment
and the last (n−1) segments. The frequencies of all n-grams
are computed from Q′. Scores for unigrams are defined to
be their probabilities of occurrence. Thus, the output of the
Wiki-Boost is a list of PMI-scores for each Wikipedia title
in W .
Following this, we use a second segmentation strategy
(say, Seg-Phase-2) that takes as input q′ (the query q seg-
mented by Seg-Phase-1) and tries to further join the seg-
ments of q′ such that the product of scores of the candidate
output segments, computed based on the output of Wiki-
Boost, is maximized. A dynamic programming approach is
found to be helpful in searching over all possible segmenta-
tions in Seg-Phase-2. The output of Seg-Phase-2 is the final
segmentation output.
8
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